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Sdmoviespoint Shekhars father wants his son to be united with the wealthy industrialist Gayatri
Tantiya, but Shekhar is indifferent and want to spend time with Lalita. Naveen is a cruel and bitter

father who uses Shekhar and Girish to steal Gayatris wealth. Thinking she is in love with Girish,
Naveen sends his daughter to woo him. She does not know the truth behind Girish wealth.

Meanwhile, Koel, Charu and Lalitas friends awaken to the drama that is being played out between
Shekhar and Girish. The friendships in society begin to break up. Shekhar becomes disgusted with

society and its customs. He finally comes out in support of his friend. How does he convince
Gurcharan that Lalita is more than just his daughters friend? Does he go against his fathers wishes
by marrying Gayatri? What happens when the truth about Girish and Lalitas background comes to
light? Is Shekhar satisfied with his marriage? These are some of the questions that will keep you

glued to the screen in this movie. Sdmoviespoint This Is a wonderful film based on the love story of
Shekhar and Lalita. A movie which attracts the attention of not only lovers but also those who are

simply fond of music. The songs will keep you spellbound. While the story will keep your heart
throbbing, the performances and camera work will keep you glued to the screen. This is an

emotional movie which will make you cry but it will also make you happy. It is a film which is in
everyones interest to watch. Its a must watch! The songs are sung by some of the most talented

singers of our country. An angry Shekhar comes back home to play a favourite tune from the past on
his piano. The flashback shows a young Shekhar playing Rabindranath Tagores tune on his piano

while young Lalita and Koel are around. Lalita, with her parents having died in a car accident, lives
with Gurcharans family. Koel is her cousin whereas Charu is her neighbour. As this scene flashes

across Shekhars mind, he sings a song full of sadness and loss. As time flies, they grow up to
become close friends. The rebellious and musically inclined Shekhar spends his days playing the
music ofRabindranath TagoreorElvis Presleyand composing his own songs with Lalita rather than

becoming part of his shrewd fathers business. Part of this rebellion involves resistance to meeting
Gayatri Tantiya, the beautiful but devious daughter of a wealthy industrialist, whom his father would
like Shekhar to marry. Meanwhile, Girish, a steel tycoon from London, makes a dramatic entry into
Charus house. Girish seems smitten by Lalita while Koel is by Girish. Shekhar is visibly jealous of

Lalitas close friendship with Girish.
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i love the film parineeta a lot. the
director manish jha and the cast
did a really good job. the story is
simple but has some really strong
points. the music is very good in
the film. the entire film has got

me hooked on. i definitely
recommend you to watch this

film. the film will surely be your
next favorite movie. parineeta is

the name of the movie, which has
been directed by manish jha. the
film is about a girl who was the

only child of her mother. the
mother died of a heart attack
when parineeta was just three
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years old. the girl was raised by
her grandmother. she is a very

beautiful girl and the father of the
girl is a very rich businessman. as
a result of which the girl gets an
excellent education. the girl is
very smart and gets a b.tech

degree. the girl gets married and
has a happy married life with her
husband and the girl has a baby.

the girl is very mature and
realizes that the husband of her is

not a good person. the girl
becomes a big problem for the

husband of her. the husband goes
to jail for a robbery and the girl

leaves the husband. the husband
of the girl gets released from jail.
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the girl tells the husband that she
wants to go back home and stay
at her mother's house. but the
husband tells her that he loves
her and wants to stay with her.
the girl decides to stay with her

husband and does not go back to
her mother's house. parineeta is a

2005 hindi film directed by
manish jha. the film stars vidya
balan, saif ali khan, sanjay dutt
and sonali bendre in the lead

roles. the film has been a
blockbuster and earned

considerable profits. the songs of
the film have been widely

appreciated and acclaimed.
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